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This year, TBA is proudly celebrating
‘10 years CONTROLS’, TBA’s innovative
and leading emulation tool. In a series
of articles, The Journey of CONTROLS
will take you around the world, bringing
you to various terminals who are using
emulation and sharing their stories. In this
second episode, we will write about the
usage of CONTROLS at DP World (DPW)
Antwerp.

container storage for a large part of the
terminal stacking capacity. The other part
is done by a fleet of 1 over 2 and 1 over 3
straddle carriers. This mixes the benefits
of a high stacking density on the yard by
use of ASCs with the flexibility of straddle
carriers. Combined with truck loading
automa-tion and world-class twin, tandem
and quad ship-to-shore cranes, it delivers
the tools to successfully run a container
terminal in the Hamburg-Le Havre range.

roll out mode and after every update.
This is where emulation kicks in for DPW
Antwerp.
The terminal came in contact with the
CONTROLS product during the 2009 TOS
imple-mentation of Navis N4, coming
from Cosmos. At that time, the emulation
model was used for TOS testing in the
pre go-live stage. This way, DPW Antwerp
became acquainted with the benefits of
emulation.
After this TBA launched its new fully
developed, now Java based emulation
platform CONTROLS2. Because this
new version could do much more, DPW
Antwerp decided to upgrade, in order
to use the potential of emulation to its
maximum. This was the pilot project for

PROOF
DPW ANTWERP
DP World Antwerp Gateway is a highclass semi-automated terminal located
on the left bank of the Port of Antwerp.
Since 2007, it has been the first terminal
in the global DPW portfolio to operate
automated stacking cranes, providing the

THE CONTROLS MODEL
Because of the high-degree of automation
in the terminal and the drive for
optimisation, a good working TOS is
essential. The operations have to be
highly performant, even when in project

The CONTROLS2 model of DPW Antwerp was implemented with a high level of detail, modeled according to equipment specifications such as
Gottwald’s trolley position dependent gantry speed system of the ASCs and load dependent quay crane (QC) hoisting speeds. Realistic operator
behaviour was implemented in the emulation model as well, resulting in smooth QC spreader paths and realistic straddle carrier driving. The
emulation model was validated against terminal data to ensure valid emulation results.
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PROOF
TBA in 2011 to integrate CONTROLS2 with
Navis XPS and ECN4, bringing emulation
support to the latest generation of Navis
TOSs.
CONTROLS USAGE
Ever since, DPW Antwerp has embraced
the usage of CONTROLS2 in its optimisation
team for multiple purposes:
• TOS optimisation: Expert Decking
and PrimeRoute offer advanced
functionality and can bring major
productivity
improvements
to
terminals.
These
modules
use
complex parameter sets. Changing
one parameter can affect the
behavior in unex-pected manners,

even more so on a terminal with
multiple types of stacking equipment.
After determination of the desired
improvements and corresponding
parameter changes, CONTROLS brings
the possibility to try the changes in
real live situations and compare the
outcomes to the benchmark. This way,
a sensitivity analysis of the parameter
can be made, showing the impact and
side effects of the setting. Based on the
outcome, the scenario is reset and run
again with the lessons learned from the
previous emulation experiments. This
leads to a thorough under-standing of
the complex parameters, and optimal
configuration for the specific terminal

• Patrick Van de Walle, Optimization
Manager, says: “In the field of
optimisation we have had several
successes with the help of CONTROLS2.
It has allowed us to verify the use of
the Navis Autostow functionality and
to determine the base pa-rameter
settings. Also, CONTROLS2 made it
possible to reduce our horizontal
driving distance by validating the
renewed parameter sets for Expert
Decking and Prime Route”
• TOS upgrade validation: Before the
roll out of every TOS upgrade, DPW
Antwerp runs complex emulation
scenarios which allow the testing of
the new TOS version to high volume
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PROOF
DPW Antwerp has used CONTROLS2 in conjunction with GTE and measurement tools to
calculate the impact for significant civil changes to the terminal. This allowed to formulate the
operational impact for civil restructuring.

scenarios under dynamic, near-tolive circumstances. This enables
a validation of both stability and
productivity when using the new
TOS version, prior to applying it onto
the production environment. In this
process, DPW Ant-werp focuses on the
handover scenarios between manual
and automated equip-ment. This is a
very important aspect for the semiautomated terminal, and shows the
variety of benefits which CONTROLS2
can deliver

GRAPHICAL TERMINAL EDITOR
As part of the CONTROLS suite, Graphical
Terminal Editor (GTE) can be used
to modify the terminal layout in the
emulation model. The GTE application is
aimed to support the CONTROLS user with
the configuration of the terminal layout
in a visual, user-friendly manner. The
user can modify the terminal by adding
or changing container terminal objects,
such as stack, road, quay, parking places,
buildings, and so forth.
The real dimensions of each object can
be entered and, for instance, sourced
from CAD drawings of the terminal.
For roadways, settings such as driving
directions, maximum speed and the
allowed equipment on each road can the
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configured. Extra yard blocks can also be
added, or existing blocks changed. The
output of the GTE application can be
imported by the user into the CONTROLS2
model.

CONCLUSION
As witnessed by the examples in this
article, CONTROLS has brought the
benefits of emulation in the full extent
to DPW Antwerp. In order to go even
beyond, DPW Antwerp has decided to
extend its CONTROLS model to include
a full N4 cluster in the emulation setup.
This will enable DPW Antwerp to further
expand the scope and deployment of
emulation. TBA will upgrade the emulation
environment of DPW Antwerp to support
this extension in the same user friendly
manner. For instance, an upgrade of the
MONITOR application, another part of
the CONTROLS suite, will allow the users
to start an emula-tion experiment by a
single mouse click, including N4 database
restore and startup of N4, regardless of
the size of the N4 cluster.
In summation, CONTROLS emulation will
continue to support DPW Antwerp in this
ever evolving industry. In the next episodes
of The Journey of CONTROLS, we will show
you more examples of container terminals
using CONTROLS around the globe.
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DP World Antwerp has the mission to be
your local partner for exceptional customer
solutions. We provide world-class port
services which makes us a global player in
operating and managing ports. We provide
value-for-money, high quality services
to our customers through motivated
and innovative employees. DP World
Antwerp stands for safety, cooperation,
mutual respect, a strong drive for results/
overachievement and customer delight.
Our corporate values are no empty words,
they describe our corporate identity and
give our customers and stakeholders a
good idea of who we are and what we
want to accomplish. Netherlands-based
TBA is a leading international provider of
consultancy and software. Key services
are terminal planning using simulation,
support of complex software (TOS)
implementations and TOS fine tuning
using TBA’s emulation tool CONTROLS, as
well as the training of terminal planners.
TBA is also a leader in equipment control
software (ECS) for automated terminals,
TBA’s clients include all major terminal
operators worldwide and many local port
operators. TBA’s subsidiary DBIS delivers
total software solutions for bulk terminals.
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